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Photo sharing is turning out to be the convenient method with the help of which we can share our
photos to anyone located in any part of the world. With the popularity of this concept, many free
photo sharing sites are emerging these days. Therefore, selection of the best site for sharing of
photos is turning out to be the great challenge among the internet users. There are some of the best
sites offering great benefits that are discussed below:

Some of the best websites offer the user with the facility of uploading file of up to 20 MB size and
there is no limit for uploads in these sites. The user can upload any number of photos and they also
offer the facility of unlimited downloads. The most important feature offered by some of the best
sites is that the photos downloaded from these sites are 100% free from Adware and malware. If
this protection is not offered, it is better not to go for that site for photo sharing since it might create
risk to the computer itself.

Some of these sites also offer the facility of hotlinking and from these sites user can upload files
with.jpg,.png,.bmp and.gif extensions. In these sites, the users can upload photos from their
computer or they can also upload files from other websites by providing the link of the website in the
select file box offered in these sites.

The reason behind the popularity of online image sharing is that it takes just a few minutes for
uploading and downloading images from these sites and previously for sharing photos with friends
and relatives, internet users were relying upon emails, but with these image sharing sites, online
image sharing has become easier these days. Even before the introduction of emails, people were
sending photos through normal mail, which took some days for reaching the intended person. Free
image sharing sites has made this task easier that too in seconds.

Some people might think that when using free photo sharing websites, there are chances of other
people viewing the photos. But, the fact is that the photos shared using these sites can be viewed
only by people, who have link for the album of the person sharing the photos. So, now photos of
wedding and other special occasions can be shared with loved ones without paying any amount that
too within seconds with the help of these sharing sites.
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Phantomd - About Author:
It was founded as open source project and to host images for free. With the continuously increasing
popularity achieved by blogs and online auctions, a free image hosting sites services are currently in
high demand among end users. If you are interested in sharing photos online and getting the best
service whilst at it. For more details about a share pictures instantly, visit us online.
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